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Summary of the 10th Flood Risk
Symposium of the “German Association
for Water, Waste Water and Waste”
Written for ASFPM by Dr. Klaus Piroth, CDM Smith, Conference
Technical Chair

On Nov. 29, the 10th Flood Risk Symposium of the “German
Association for Water, Waste Water and Waste” was held in
Magdeburg, the capital of Saxony-Anhalt, Germany. The
symposium was established as one of the outcomes of the
research project RIMAX (Risk Management of Extreme Floods),
initiated after the 2002 floods in Germany and elsewhere in
Europe and was sponsored by the German Federal Research
Ministry. The DWA established a working group for transferring
the results of the RIMAX-Projects into practice. This working
group recommended a yearly Flood Risk Symposium where
results and progresses in flood risk management in Germany are
presented and discussed.
Regionality is one of the keywords to describe the German water
management situation. This refers to the hydrologic and
hydrodynamic situation as well as to the structure of the water
authorities – in Germany the responsibility for water legislation,
and execution, is up to the states and not the federal
government. So the Flood Risk Symposium is rotated among
various regions with a focus on the specific regional problems
being the subject of presentations.
The Elbe, a river that runs through Magdeburg, is the dominant
river in the state of Saxony-Anhalt. There are big former flood
areas and meadows that were partly “reactivated” by several dike
breaks during the 2013 floods.
The program had four parts:
In Part 1 the actual state of the implementation of the EU
Floods Directive in Saxony-Anhalt was discussed. In SaxonyAnhalt, flood risk was evaluated along 67 rivers with a total length
of about 1,900 km (1,180 mi). The total flooded area is about
3,500 km2 (734 mi2) for a 200-year flood. Saxony-Anhalt follows
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the “room for the rivers” concept. Former flooding areas are now planned to be reactivated by relocation
of dikes and the construction of polders (pastures or farms). In the renovation or reconstruction of flood
protection measures the state invested since 2002 more than 940 Million Euros (US$1.067B). More than
868 km (539 mi) of dikes have been renovated or constructed completely new and about 1.500 ha (3.7
ac) of retention areas has been activated. Along the Elbe, 266 Million m3 (9394 ft3) effective storage will
be activated by means of nine polders that are now being planned and constructed. In addition to the
Technical Flood Protection Measures, the flood warning model for the Elbe is being permanently
improved. Another important topic is the risk management of flash floods caused by heavy rainfall and
the adoption of flood risks maps for smartphones use. These risks can occur statewide and are therefore
a real challenge.
Part 2 was dedicated to risk communication issues. An overview of concepts and experiences with
public risk communication of flood protection measures were provided. This issue is becoming more
important. In many cases, professional moderators or communicators are being involved to support
technical staff.
Part 3 addressed the opportunities provided by space and regional planning tools. German federal
law directs the states to require stricter rules for all buildings in areas at risk, in particular at the 100-yearflood recurrence.
Part 4 gave an impressive insight to the possibilities of dike/dam breach modelling and the online
prediction of the flooding due to the breach. These calculations help the responsible committees
(“Katastrophenstab”) to decide on evacuations and give information about which areas can still be
accessed. Drone technology for airborne surveys was discussed to improve the online prediction of
flooding by comparing observations with calculations.
In summary, the Flood Risk Conference gave an excellent overview on the ongoing work along the Flood
Directive. The next Flood Risk Conference will be held in Cologne this November.

Central Park in Magdeburg, Germany flooded by the Elbe in June 2013 (The Irish Independent).
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The EU Floods Directive’s implementation may offer ideas for the
future direction of the NFIP
By David Powers, CDM Smith, ASFPM International Committee Co-chair

It has been widely acknowledged that part of the NFIP’s reform should include moving toward a riskinformed approach to flood mapping. This position has been asserted by:
 NAS 2013 report “Levees and the National Flood Insurance Program: Improving Policies and
Practices”
 Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012
 Homeowner Flood Insurance Affordability Act of 2014
 Water Resources Reform and Development Act of 2014
 Recommendations from the TMAC, 2015 and onward
 FEMA/U.S. Army Corps of Engineers coordination and collaboration on levee modeling practices
and safety since the issuance of the Water Resources Development Act of 2007.
Over the last couple of years, there have been several presentations at ASFPM’s annual national
conference that show FEMA is making significant strides to move toward a risk-informed approach to
insurance rates, modelling and mapping. As FEMA grapples with what these changes will look like in the
future, it may be helpful to explore how other countries are regulating flood risk. ASFPM’s International
Committee has proposed a series of articles for this newsletter that look specifically at how flood risk is
managed overseas, starting with Europe.
The EU established the “Floods Directive” in 2007, which expanded on the requirements of the “Water
Directive” from 2000. Coming from an NFIP perspective, there are a couple of things about the Floods
Directive that stand out on first read. First, at a total length of eight pages, it is a VERY short piece of
legislation. Second, it lays out the goals and objectives, and establishes metrics that need to be met for
compliance, but it does not prescribe how a member state complies with the order. This is analogous to
FEMA setting in place guidance that each state would meet and deemed relevant to its situation (e.g.
data availability, nature of hazards, population density, etc.). Indeed, each country in the EU (under the
principle of subsidiarity embodied in the EU treaties) approaches compliance with the Floods Directive in
a way that works for it and its existing national legislation.
The Floods Directive states explicitly that floods: cause fatalities, displace people, damage the
environment, harm the economy, and that while flooding is a natural occurrence, human activity can
exacerbate damage. It goes on to state that the goals are to reduce adverse effects to: human health and
life, environment (water quality and ecology), and economic activity and infrastructure. While these
statements seem obvious, they establish a proactive stance for dealing with flood risks that is lacking in
the U.S. where the NFIP is highly reactionary.
The Floods Directive is broken down into eight chapters. Chapter I, V, VI, VII and VIII are primarily
administrative in nature and contain general provisions, coordination with other directives, transitional
measures, etc. Therefore, the flood risk products are defined as follows:
 Chapter II requires that each member state complete a “Preliminary Risk Assessment” by
December 2011 (and every six years thereafter), and defines the elements that are to be contained
in this assessment as
o watershed based
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o make use of readily available information
o capture historical flood events
o assess the potential adverse consequences of future floods.
Chapter III requires that each member state complete “Flood Hazard Maps” and “Flood Risk
Maps” by December 2013 (and every six years thereafter). Flood Hazard Maps must assess low
probability flooding (which is not defined explicitly), medium probability flooding (defined as the
100-year or greater), and high probability flooding (where appropriate). Flood Risk Maps must
take into account: the number of inhabitants affected, the type(s) of economic activity affected
and environmental costs.
Chapter IV requires each member state complete and publish watershed-based “Flood Risk
Management Plans” by December 2015 (and every six years thereafter). This must include
“appropriate objectives” to reduce adverse consequences from flooding for: human health, the
environment, cultural heritage and economic activity. Furthermore, the Flood Risk Management
Plans must provide measures to reduce the likelihood of flooding, and focus on prevention,
protection and preparedness.

The U.S. and the EU face different flood risk management
challenges. Many of these challenges are contextual based on
governance, history, geography, types of hazards, culture, etc.
To learn from what others are doing, we must first understand
how their context differs from ours. In the upcoming months,
the International Committee will be presenting a series of
articles in the newsletter that help bridge the contextual divide
and show how member states in the EU are incorporating risk
analyses into their management of flood prone areas. One such
article, by Klaus Piroth, which can be found in this issue of the
newsletter, discusses a recent Flood Risk Symposium on the
German Risk Management of Extreme Floods working group.

Have a story you’d like to share with ASFPM newsletter
readers? Email ASFPM PIO Michele Mihalovich at
michele@floods.org.

ASFPM Upcoming Webinar Opportunities
Check the ASFPM Webinars Schedule Regularly for Upcoming Events.
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Going to Court
Reprinted with permission from the February 2019 issue of Floodplain Management Tips from Kansas
Department of Agriculture/Division of Water Resources/Floodplain Management Team. While the article is
written for a Kansas audience, it is probably applicable nationally according to Steve Samuelson, Kansas
state floodplain manager, ASFPM Region 7 director and Flood Insurance Committee co-chair. Samuelson
added this caveat, “I am not an attorney. I often start my training classes by explaining that I got all of my
legal training by watching Perry Mason reruns after school when I was 6 years old.” So do check with your
legal department before you go to court.

A condition of participation in the National Flood Insurance Program is that
communities adopt and enforce a set of floodplain management
regulations. Those regulations require floodplain managers to issue permits
for all development in the floodplain, and see to it that the development
meets the requirements spelled out in the regulations.
Problems arise when a development happens without a permit. Communities are required to enforce
their regulations in that situation. There are steps to the process to inspect the property, send a violation
notice, meet with the property owner and find a solution to bring the property into compliance. Follow all
of the steps. Give property owners all of the due process they are entitled to.
In one situation a city clerk learned a property owner was storing junk in the floodplain. She shut the
water off to his house. The property owner immediately came in to find out why the water was shut off.
She told him to get rid of his junk and she would turn the water back on. The property owner got rid of
the junk.
In another case a property owner brought in fill to make a pad to build a garage on top of. The fill was
placed in the floodplain without a permit. The floodplain manager hopped on his bobcat, drove over and
loaded up the fill and hauled it away. He used the material to fix some potholes and erosion areas.
These problems got resolved, but the property owners were not given due process. These scenarios
could have become even bigger problems.
Follow the steps to provide alleged violators with due process. Send them violation notices and schedule
meetings with them. Those meetings with violators aren’t always a lot of fun. Many will grumble,
complain or tell you their hardship story. In spite of any yelling or threats, most property owners will
eventually bring their property into compliance in the end. Gaining compliance is the end goal.
For one reason or another, not all violations are corrected or brought in to compliance. As an example,
there have been two cases in Kansas when property owners hired lawyers and paid the lawyer double
what the cost of the elevation certificate from a surveyor would have cost them. It follows that floodplain
cases may sometimes end up in the courts once lawyers get involved. Here are some tips about taking
legal action to resolve violations.
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 Don’t let a problem drag out for years
and years. Best to deal with a problem
sooner than later.
 Most cases do not end up in court, but
treat every situation as if it might end up
in court from the beginning.
 Always keep your city or county
attorney informed, and have a working
relationship with your legal staff.
 Document all violations thoroughly.
Have good record keeping in place.
 Allow for an opportunity to correct violations.
 Send follow up letter if initial letter is not responded to.
 Try following up certified mail with a duplicate letter using an affidavit of mailing.
 Make sure you understand and followed your own regulations.
Community officials should prepare well in advance before going to court. It is perfectly acceptable to
review your notes before going to court. In fact, you may say that you want to review your notes to
refresh your memory when you are giving testimony. Some floodplain violation cases drag on for months
before they end up in a court room, so your memory may not be complete.
It is a good idea to have a pretrial conference with your attorney. Discuss what you are going to say. Your
attorney won’t be a floodplain management expert, just as most of the people in floodplain management
are not legal scholars. Educate your attorney about flood elevations and freeboard, while getting tips
from your attorney about how to present the problem. Here are some more tips on giving courtroom
testimony.
 Dress appropriately for court. Does your community provide you with a shirt with your job title on it?
That kind of uniform lends credit to your professional position on the matter.
 Speak clearly when you testify. Remember that judges and the public may not know what NFIP and
other acronyms stand for. Avoid the use of acronyms and jargon.
 Think for a moment before you speak. Don’t fall into the trap of answering too quickly.
 Be absolutely honest. Stick to the facts. Better to tell a truth that you don’t like than be caught in a lie.
 Don’t argue, make jokes or lose your temper. Just give your testimony.
 Ask to have a question repeated if you don’t understand it or need time to think.
 Look over to the judge or the jury if there is one. Speak to them as much as to the attorney. A
community official can do everything exactly right. The attorney for the community can do everything
right. The floodplain violation can be crystal clear. After all of that, you can still lose in court.
In a substantial improvement case that happened after a fire, the judge misunderstood the difference
between zoning and floodplain management. That judge issued a summary judgment against the
community stating the property had been legally zoned before the fire and there was no case. Zoning
was never the issue in that situation. This was to have been a case about floodplain management and a
News&Views February 2019
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substantially damaged property that was rebuilt 3 feet below the base flood elevation. There was never
an opportunity to educate the judge about the difference between zoning and flood zones because the
case wasn’t allowed to move forward.
It isn’t all completely over with when a court case is lost. There are two final options. There is the Federal
Emergency Management Agency 1316 List and the Notice on Deed. The 1316 List is a list of properties
that are not allowed to buy flood insurance through the NFIP. That enforcement tool often has a delayed
effect. The current owner may not have flood insurance or may have insurance from a private company.
The 1316 List sometimes harms new buyers who were not involved in the violation to begin with. New
buyers find out about 1316 List after they close on a property and try to buy flood insurance. Notice on
Deed will be found on the deed by new buyers when the title search is done before the closing on the
property. New buyers finding the notice may reconsider purchasing the property and current owners
have motivation to correct violations so that the sale will move forward.

The National Weather Service has
declared March 13 - 17 as
Flood Safety Awareness Week.
News&Views February 2019
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Sign Up by March 1 for Spring LOMR Review Partners
Interested in becoming a LOMR Review Partner? FEMA is offering a 4-day LOMR Partners Training Course
at the Emergency Management Institute, April 29-May 3, 2019. With the March 1 registration deadline
fast approaching, be sure to register now to ensure your spot as there is a pre-application process and
seating is limited!
From discussing requirements, discovering lessons learned from existing partners, to exploring digital
tools during the review process, the course is designed to educate Cooperating Technical Partners who
are interested in applying to become a LOMR Review Partner.
Each potential LOMR Review Partner applicant is required to attend the training course to be eligible to
apply for the LOMR Review Partners task.
To attend the training course, CTPs must complete the LOMR Review Partners Program Eligibility Survey.
If the answer to each question is “yes,” then CTPs will be directed to take the EMI Course Interest Survey.
You must complete the entire survey to be considered for the pre-approval letter for training. Please
complete the following steps:
1. Coordinate with your regions to communicate your desire to become a LOMR Review Partner.
2. Complete the eligibility questions using this link to qualify for a pre-approval letter.
3. Apply for the LOMR Training Course through EMI traditional application process (attaching the
pre-approval letter from Laura Algeo) by March 1.
4. Attend the 4-day training at EMI.
5. Submit application for LOMR Review Partnership.
For more information about the LOMR Review Partners Course and pre-requisites, contact
CTPAdmin@riskmapCDS.com or Laura Algeo, National CTP Program coordinator
(laura.algeo@fema.dhs.gov).

Sign up by June 28 for Summer CTP Overview Course
The CTP Special Topics Course will be held at EMI Aug. 26-29, 2019 in Emmitsburg, MD. The special
topics course for this session will include a general overview of technical, communications and grants
management topics. Stay tuned for further specifics on the course agenda. To register:
1. Use this link for the pre-approval survey to receive your invitation letter to apply.
2. Once you receive your pre-approval letter, you must apply directly to EMI by June 28, 2019
(attaching your pre-approval letter to your application).
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Pilot Course E2460 Advanced Building Science Series I Being Offered at EMI
This advanced-topics course addresses the ever changing
challenges faced from flood and wind risk, through a
comprehensive approach of planning, compliance, best-practice
mitigation and funding.
The four-day course is comprised of six half- and full-day modules
that will focus on:
1. Flood Provisions of the I-Codes and ASCE-24 (full-day)
2. Incorporating Future Conditions into Flood Design (half-day)
3. Strategies for Maximizing Floodproofing Success (half-day)
4. Steps to a Successful Elevation (full-day)
5. Wind Mitigation for Buildings: Policies & Procedures for Successful Recovery (half-day)
6. Critical Building Performance for Wind (half-day)
The target audience for this course includes engineers, architects, floodplain managers, building code
officials and hazard mitigation/municipal planners. The deadline to apply is April 1. Learn more here.

Flood Fest 2019: The Mitigation Resilience Tour
ASFPM’s 43rd Annual National Conference
Cleveland, Ohio
May 19-23, 2019

Registration for the year’s most comprehensive floodplain management training and networking
opportunity is now online! Register to attend now before the rate goes up April 5. The preliminary draft
program is also available for review, though some changes are expected in the coming months. Need a
hotel room? Our room blocks at three hotels are within easy walking distance to the Huntington
Convention Center of Cleveland. Visit our conference page for more information.
If your firm or organization is interested in high-level exposure at this conference, be sure to check out
our sponsor and exhibitor opportunities. The ASFPM annual national conference is THE place to engage
your stakeholders and clients. Contact Sarah Waller at sarah@floods.org for more information. We look
forward to welcoming you to Cleveland!
And don’t forget to get your fingers in social media posting shape for #ASFPM2019 by liking and
following our Facebook and Twitter pages!
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EMI 291 Training: Community Dam Safety, Preparedness &
Mitigation, held in California

FEMA, California Governor's Office of Emergency Services, and the California Specialized Training Institute
teamed up to provide training on dam safety, preparedness and risk mitigation. Dam safety is no longer
dam owners’ and operators’ sole responsibility, but a concerted community effort of emergency planners
and managers, emergency service providers, land use and transportation planners, community leaders
and other community members.
The best way to reduce, mitigate or eliminate flood risks resulting from dam operations and dam failure
is for the entire community to work together. They have found that dam owners and operators can
reduce the effects of a potential dam failure by getting the community, state and federal partners
involved. This increases preparedness, reduces potential consequences, improves communications and
enhances land use planning.
The EMI 291 course was held Dec. 10-13, 2018 in Rancho Cordova, California. It taught 53 attendees how
to work together through upfront planning. They learned how to reduce risks and mitigate consequences
resulting from a dam failure and recover more effectively in the event of a failure. The goals of the course
were to teach about dam safety, preparedness and risk mitigation, and how it relates to understanding
risk, land use planning, dam failure consequences, risk communication, preparedness and emergency
planning, and response/recovery/mitigation.
This course will now help dam owners and operators be better able to work effectively with their
communities, federal and state partners, maintain dam safety and effectively prepare in the event of a
dam failure or incident.
News&Views February 2019
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The course is normally offered at EMI, but through the National Dam Safety Technical Assistance
Program, it was offered via an onsite delivery. How can dam operators/owners in other parts of
the country take this course? Through EMI directly or request a local/virtual delivery via the
National Dam Safety Technical Assistance Program. It is not offered online traditionally, but
through the National Dam Safety Technical Assistance Program it could be delivered via a
webinar.

DSS-WISE Human Consequence of Dam-Break Floods Module Developed & Available Now!
Decision Support System for Water Infrastructure Security Human Consequence Module (DSS-WISETM
HCOM) is an analytical module for automated assessment of the human consequences of dam-break
floods. The National Center for Computational Hydroscience and Engineering and University of
Mississippi developed the module with funding provided by FEMA through a contract with Argonne
National Laboratory.
DSS-WISE™ HCOM uses the results of flood simulation using DSS-WISE™ Lite to provide
maps of:
• Flood hazard risk for people caught outdoors and indoors.
• Potentially lethal flood zones (PLFZ) for children and adults.
DSS-WISE™ HCOM also provides
analysis of People at Risk (PAR) by
interfacing the results of flood
simulation using DSS-WISE™ Lite with
the population data sets:
• 2010 census block data from U.S.
Census Bureau, and
• LandScanUSA gridded nighttime
and daytime population data
from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory.
DSS-WISE™ HCOM produces a PDF final report, an MS Excel worksheet with tabular data, and a series of
geospatial files (raster and polygon shapefiles). These are used for preparedness and emergency
response planning, and evacuation planning.
DSS-WISE™ HCOM is accessible 24/7 to registered users from FEMA, federal agencies and state dam
safety offices via the web portal DSS-WISE™ Web at https://dsswiseweb.ncche.olemiss.edu/.
For more information on DSS-WISE visit: https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/175355
and for additional information on FEMA’s National Dam Safety Program visit:
https://www.fema.gov/national-dam-safety-program.
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FEMA News You Can Use
FEMA Chief Brock Long resigns.
FEMA Chief Brock Long resigns. Peter Gaynor will serve as Acting FEMA Administrator:
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2019/02/13/resignation-fema-administratorbrock-long.

FEMA Renews its Reinsurance Program by Transferring $1.32 Billion of Flood Risk to the
Private Market
Under the Jan. 1, 2019 Reinsurance Agreement, reinsurers agreed to indemnify FEMA for flood losses
from individual flood events. FEMA paid a total premium of $186 million for the coverage. The agreement
is structured to cover:
 14% of losses between $4 billion and $6 billion,
 25.6% of losses between $6 billion and $8 billion, and
 26.6% of losses between $8 billion and $10 billion.
To date, FEMA has transferred $1.82 billion of the NFIP’s flood risk for the 2019 hurricane season to the
private sector. This yearly traditional reinsurance placement is in addition to the multi-year capital
markets reinsurance placement for $500 million, which occurred in August 2018. Read more here.

FEMA releases its 2018–2022 Strategic Plan is to Build a Culture of Preparedness
The report highlights the vast diversity of American communities and households, indicating that a onesize-fits-all strategy is not well suited to the specific demands of variable and distinctive environments
will have to be built one community at a time. Preparedness is a local matter, requiring solutions tailored
to different cultural contexts and embraced by communities. Supporting the vision of a resilient nation in
the Strategic Plan requires us to think in the plural, in terms of building “Culture(s) of Preparedness.”

National Inventory of Dams
Now Available to the
Public
The NID is available at
http://nid.usace.army.mil and
was populated using the 116th
congressional district
information and all charts,
queries and maps reflect the
most current NID database.
State and federal dam
regulators provided their data
from May to November 2018 for
inclusion in the 2018 database.
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What’s the ASFPM
Foundation been up to?
The ASFPM Foundation is pleased to announce that the three
semifinalists have been selected for the 2019 Student Paper
Competition. We would like to thank all who helped to get the word
out about the competition. Ten abstracts were submitted by
individuals and groups of undergraduate and graduate students
across the country, with one entry from abroad as well. This was the
most competitive year in the nine years we’ve held this event. After
extended deliberation, the panel of judges selected the following
semifinalists:






Disaster Exposure and Mitigation: The Impact of Major and
Minor Flood Events on Population Loss, by Nora Louise
Schwaller and Jordan Branham, PhD students at the
University of North Carolina, Department of City and Regional
Planning
“A Win-Lose Situation for Floodplain Buyouts”: Exploring the
Impacts on Participants in the State of Illinois, by Jasmine
Patricia Thomas, University of Illinois, Department of Urban
and Regional Planning
Saving the NFIP: A Transfer of Development Rights and Land
Swap Strategy, by Nicholas Stamnas, University of
Washington Masters Capstone Paper

These semifinalists will now submit their full paper by April 12 and
present their papers at a special side session of the ASFPM annual
national conference, Tuesday, May 21 at 3:30 p.m. Their papers and
presentations will be judged by a panel of floodplain management
professionals. Prizes up to $1,000 will be awarded to these students
at the awards luncheon on Thursday, May 23. We encourage you to
attend the Student Paper Competition presentation session in
support of the future of floodplain management.
Speaking of the ASFPM annual national convention in Cleveland
coming up in May, the ASFPM Foundation will once again be holding
a silent auction in the Exhibit Hall and a live auction at the annual
donor appreciation reception. We encourage you to start thinking of
items you might like to donate to the silent action. Donated items
(minimum value of $25 and up) are tax deductible. Conference
attendees will have the opportunity to bid on unique goods and
services from local businesses, as well as from members throughout
the country. Watch for more details on how to donate coming in
March and April.
News&Views February 2019

WHAT IS THE ASFPM
FOUNDATION?
In 1996, ASFPM established
a non-profit, tax-exempt
foundation, which serves as
an advocate for the
profession and as a voice for
you, the practitioner,
supplier or service provider.

The foundation seeks and
directs funds to help ASFPM
meet its goals and support
floodplain management
activities that originate
outside of ASFPM.
Foundation donations have
supported development of
the CFM program, No
Adverse Impact publications,
college student paper
competitions, higher
education opportunities in
FPM, and specialty think
tank meetings, including the
Gilbert F. White National
Flood Policy Forums and
Larry Larson Speakers Series.
ASFPM Foundation
promotes public policy
through strategic initiatives
and serves as an incubator
for long-term policy
development that promotes
sustainable floodplain and
watershed management.
Learn more or donate here.
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Policy Matters!
Larry Larson, P.E., CFM
Director Emeritus – Senior Policy Advisor, ASFPM
Private flood insurance has been part of the NFIP reauthorization for the past seven years, but particularly
the last two years. Why should flood risk professionals care about how or why the private sector enters
the flood insurance market? Let me start by explaining that the private sector had little to no interest in
flood insurance 50 years ago when the NFIP was first authorized. They indicated they had no information
on where flooding would occur, and the randomness of flooding, along with the fact flood claims would
be concentrated in large areas that would flood, meant regular homeowners insurance would not cover
flood losses.
What has changed in the last 50 years that suddenly has private flood insurance companies interested in
selling flood insurance? The two biggest changes are likely: (1) flood maps now cover about 40 percent
of the nation’s floodplains, so private companies now have data showing them where flooding will occur
in many places; and (2) private insurance companies can now share their risk with global reinsurance
companies to even out the large claims spikes that might occur in major flood events.
So why would anyone care if private flood policies take more and more of the flood policies in the
nation? On the plus side, having more buildings covered by flood insurance protects the home
investment of more homeowners in the nation. So what is the negative side? The key thing to remember
is that NFIP policyholders pay a fee every year that supports about 40 percent of the cost for flood
mapping and pays all the costs of helping over 22,000 communities manage their flood risk. This includes
FEMA staff, but also cost-sharing for some state staff to train and audit local floodplain managers who
advise local officials on development to better manage flood risk.
Up until now, lenders could only accept flood insurance policies that were “at least as broad as” the NFIP
policy (as directed in the Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012). The agencies that regulate
lenders, however, have just issued new rules that provide an exception for lenders to accept any private
policy if the lender feels it protects the lender’s investment.
This sets up three large concerns:
 Lenders may accept policies with variations such as high deductibles or without ordinance and
law-type coverage that provides for meeting updated building elevation or code requirements,
which may leave the homeowner unable to rebuild because the claim payment is so small;
 A longer-term threat is that many communities may drop out of the NFIP because their citizens
who must have flood insurance can now buy from private insurers that the lender will accept.
Many communities only joined the program so their citizens could get flood insurance, which
until recently was only available from the NFIP. And a number of those communities do not enjoy
having to administer a floodplain management ordinance (a basic requirement of joining the
NFIP)—so ASFPM is concerned that potentially thousands of currently NFIP participating
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communities may drop out of managing their flood risk, unless other policies or incentives are in
place to alter this scenario; and
Policy fee revenue supporting mapping and floodplain management would drop unless private
policies include an equivalent policy fee to be paid to FEMA. ASFPM has suggested that private
flood policies sold to satisfy the mandatory purchase requirement be sold only in NFIP
participating communities and that private flood policies include an equivalent policy fee.

ASFPM and a number of other organizations are working to overcome these threats, which we believe
can be resolved in a win-win scenario. But it will take efforts from many floodplain managers across the
nation to educate local, state and national decision makers on the implications of major actions like this
and the value of retaining the flood risk management and mapping functions of the NFIP as the private
flood market develops. Keep watching our newsletters and social media posts to stay abreast of these
issues. Send us your comments and questions to larry@floods.org so we have your input as we work on
these critical issues.

Two New CRS Insight Reports
Diane P. Horn, a CRS analyst in flood insurance and emergency management, has been busy on the
National Flood Insurance Program front lately. She has authored two short CRS Insight reports this
month:
Selected Issues for National Flood Insurance Program Reauthorization and Reform: Homeland Security
Issues in the 116th Congress and A Brief Introduction to the National Flood Insurance Program:
Homeland Security Issues in the 116th Congress.

Wharton’s Latest Resilience Lab Notes
The Policy Incubator supports novel approaches for increasing resilience through the development of
visionary ideas, encouragement of innovative thinkers, and the advancement of workable on-the-ground
solutions. Resilience Lab Notes analyzes innovative resilience ideas, offers timely policy insights and
introduces the Policy Incubator’s research. Check out:
Moving the Needle on Closing the Flood Insurance Gap
How Insurance Companies Influence Households’ Flood Insurance Choices

Job Corner
Take a look at FREE Job Postings on ASFPM’s Job Board. And
if you’re an employer, posting a job is also absolutely FREE!
News&Views February 2019
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ASFPM welcomes all of our new members who joined in
January 2019! Can't wait to get to know you all!
Lea Adams, USACE, Davis, CA
Jack Applegate, Northwest Code Professionals, Eugene, OR
Errol Arnett, Gwinnett County, Lawrenceville, GA
Meagan Bailey, Columbia County, WA
Norman Bailey, Electric Power Systems, Anchorage, AK
Brett Baker, One Concern, Los Altos, CA
David Barron, Ciy of Nome, AK
Dylan Battles, City of West Palm Beach, FL
Alvin Bishop, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Tallahassee, FL
Amber Blanchette, City of Post Falls, ID
Ariel Blanton, City of Griffin, GA
Kayla Born, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Orlando, FL
Alexandra Boswell, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Tallahassee, FL
Rozanne Braswell, Lee County Board of Commissioners, Leesburg, GA
Jacob Bruihler, Nebraska Dept. Natural Res., Lincoln, NE
Emma Buchanan, Town of Culpeper, VA
Kristin Buckingham, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Tallahassee, FL
Lowell Chambers, City of Atlanta, GA
Amanda Clement, Bryan County, Richmond Hill, GA
Brad Clement, Georgia Southern University, Pooler, GA
Jennifer Cobb, City of Virginia Beach, VA
Rose Connolly, City of Atlanta, GA
Cathy Costarides, CC Land Surveyors, Marietta, GA
Geoffrey Cowan, Dewberry Engineers Inc., Gainesville, VA
Juliana Cuomo, Dewberry, Clifton, VA
Randy Daniel, Town of Bay Harbor Islands, FL
Sean DiBartolo, GEI Consultants, Bloomfield, NJ
Casey Ditter, Lafayette County, Mayo, FL
Jennifer Duckworth, Tetra Tech, Inc., Parsippany, NJ
Michael Eutsey, King & Queen County, VA
Benjamin Felton, A. Morton Thomas & Assoc., Richmond, VA
Richard Gathright, City of West Palm Beach, FL
Nicholas Gaugler, Stahl Sheaffer Engineering, State College, PA
Michael Gelin, Township of Woodbridge, NJ
Abiot Gemechu, VDOT, Richmond, VA
Gary Gildner, Gildner Engineering, LLC, Hilton Head, SC
Christopher Gregorio, City of Watsonville, CA
William Guevara, Dewberry, Bloomfield, NJ
Nicholas Hall, Coconino County, AZ
Susan Harris-Council, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Tallahassee, FL
Nicole Harwell, SEMSWA, Centennial, CO
Sonia Hill, Charleston County, SC
Joshua Hughes, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Crawfordville, FL
Philip Huntoon, WSP USA, Inc., Lawrenceville, NJ
Linda Hutchins, FEMA, Maynard, MA
Naomi Iglesias-Miranda, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Orlando, FL
Kelly Jeck, Sarpy County, Springfield, NE
Madison Kitchen, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Tallahassee, FL
Anthony Koerner, City of Derby, KS
Marni Kravitz, Self Employed, Washington, DC
Arron Lee, Merrick & Company, Greenwood Village, CO
Matthew Leonard, Dewberry, Alexandria, VA
Nicholas Lewis, City of Treasure Island, FL, Treasure Island, FL
Carlo Lucido, FEMA, Oviedo, FL
Corey Mase, Hey and Associates, Inc., Trevor, WI
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Kendall May, Culpeper County, VA, Culpeper, VA
Julie Maybee, Self Employed, Selma, NC
William Mellon, City of Virginia Beach, VA
Kristabel Moore, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Tallahassee, FL
Gilles Morin, City of Baton Rouge, LA
LaJuan Neal, Virginia Dept. Consv. & Recreation, Richmond, VA
Cindy Nelson, Lewis County, ID, Nezperce, ID
Robin Newton, Town of Simsbury, CT
Jacquelyn Overbeck, State of Alaska, Anchorage, AK
Daniel Papa, A. Morton Thomas & Assoc., Richmond, VA
Bert Perez, Nueces County, Corpus Christi, TX
Juan Pimentel, Nueces County, Corpus Christi, TX
Gabriel Quintas, Oconee County, GA Board of Commissioners, Watkinsville, GA
Brandon Riggs, Palmer Allstate, Pooler, GA
Deanna Ringenberg, Nebraska Dept. Natural Res., Lincoln, NE
William Riter, Gloucester County, Yorktown, VA
Lucas Ross, Bedford County, Bedford, VA
Catherine Samay, Clayton County, Morrow, GA
Kelsey Schill, CDM Smith, Denver, CO
Mary Shemon, Charleston County, Johns Island, SC
Amanda Sievers, Orangeburg County, SC, Orangeburg, SC
Eric Smith, City of Ocala, FL, Ocala, FL
Gillian Smith, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Tallahassee, FL
Kenneth Smith, T&M Assoc., Jackson, NJ
Virginia Snead, AMT, Williamsburg, VA
Charles Staley, Bryan County, Richmond Hill, GA
Kylie Sullivan, FloodBreak, Houston, TX
Allen Turner, James City County, VA, Lanexa, VA
Klon Waldrip, Rockdale County, Conyers, GA
Laura Waterman, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Tallahassee, FL
Rachel Webb, Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District, Cleveland, OH
Molly Weingord, Dewberry, Arlington, VA
Aaron Williams, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Orlando, FL
Stephan Windsor, City of Durham, NC
Aaron Wright, City of Atlanta, GA
Peter Wurden-Foster, BHC Consultants, LLC, Bellingham, WA
Tamra Yanez, Gloucester County, Williamsburg, VA
Mindy Yang, Florida Div. Emergency Mgmt., Orlando, FL

Have questions about your membership? Contact Jim Dunham at
memberhelp@floods.org.
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